Fragmentation dynamics of the HeBr2(B, v) complex is studied by means of threedimensional quantum calculations for a broad range of vibrational excitations (v). Using additive pairwise potentials for both electronic states involved, X and B, resonance line shapes, lifetimes, average structures, spectral shifts and final product distributions are presented for an assumed main transition (X, J = 1,j = odd,parity = -) -(B, J = O,j = evert,parity = +). For v = 44, a partial closing of the L\v = -1 channel of the fragmentation is found, in good agreement with the experiment.
Introduction
Vibrational predissociation (VP) of the HeBr2 van der Waals (vdW) molecule is studied through line-shape quantum calculations. The molecule is excited with a laser pulse from the ground electronic level (X) to an excited one (B):
He...Br2(X) -+ He.Br2*(B,v) X411e+Br2*(B,vI <v), (1) where v labels the vibrational state of Br2.
In our study, additive pairwise potentials are used in order to describe the HeBr2 interaction. The parameters of this potential [5] were fitted to reproduce some magnitudes such as spectral shifts, lifetimes and average structures obtained in different experimental works [1,2,41. Golden Rule approximation is compared with more accurate 3D calculations, and the validity of this approach is established. population ratio and the experimental value for the same level [3] . On the other hand, the average rotational energy calculation agrees with experimental findings which consider vibrational predissociation as a V -+ T process for low vibrational levels.
Q uantitative agreement was found between experimental and theorical widths and blue shifts up to v = 34. Above this vibrational level the experiments obtained results with different tendencies. For 39 < v < 46 our calculations present an oscillatory behaviour ( see Tables I and II) .
At high vibrational levels (v = 43, 44, 45, 46) gradual closing of Av = -1 channel is found, according with experiments. An IVR mechanism would explain cross section profiles on such levels.
